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Prospective design of constructed porous ramps to 
trap organic matter during low flows and process it 
during medium to high flow periods.

Implementattion phase 
September 2019

Combined
sewer overflow
device

Field pre-design



Topographical feasibility study _
Global View : downstream scenario – Two potential locations



Emprises extrapolées (pointillés jaunes)  du massif sableux en amont de l’épis 4 avec 0.5 de crête max. 
Epis 4 situé au point fond 200.55 
Influence crête min. (0.15m) au point fond 200.70
Influence crête max. (0.5m) au point fond 201.02 (estimé à 201.05)
Hauteur berge RG : 1.68 et Hauteur berge RD : 1.76

Topographical feasibility study _
Zoom at location 1



Emprises extrapolées (pointillés jaunes)  du massif sableux en amont de l’épis 5
avec 0.5 de crête max. 
Epis 5  situé entre points fonds 199.99 et 199.73 (estimé à 199.80)
Influence crête min. (0.15m) au point fond 199.95
Influence crête max. (0.5m) entre points fond 200.04et 200.41 (estimé à 200.30)
Hauteur berge RG : 1.22 et Hauteur berge RD : 1.92

Topographical feasibility study _
Zoom at location 2



Field control and hydraulic modeling of the effect of porous ramps on the flooding 

The water level rises of 0.2 m on average for the 10y- flood peak but with
no consequences at that place wich is an expansion area for flooding.
There is no sensitive effect on the 100-y flood peak water level.



Installation of the porous ramp N°1 in September 2019

Shaping of the pebbles brought after 
excavation of the river bottom by the 
excavator.

Checking that the dimensions of the 
porous ramp are respected and 
inserting the geotextile to prevent the 
sand from being spun into the pebbles.



Status in January 2020 of ramp N°2. The 
tip of the ramp has been eroded by the 
floods that occurred between 
September 2019 and January 2020. This 
led to the understanding that the 
chosen location was too high energy for 
the size of the pebbles. Replacement 
with larger pebbles planned.

Status of ramp 1 in January 2020
Good holding at floods. Control of 
sand accumulation (10 to 40 cm) 
using wooden markers. Effective 
trapping of pollution with a marked 
layer of decaying organic matter 
between 10 and 15 cm.



January 2020 - Sand accumulation upstream of ramp 1 and installation of the device 
for monitoring erosion and deposition heights using wooden stakes equipped with 
indicator tapes.



Organic matter trapped in the 
sand accumulated upstream of 
the porous ramp. Organic 
matter is in a liquefied state and 
gives off an odor of 
decomposition.

Device for measuring the 
accumulation and erosion of sand 
upstream of the porous ramp.



Meeting with the river union, the sanitation union and design offices to 
establish a scientific partnership protocol on the development of 
innovative solutions to manage urban rain runoff and discharges from 
sanitation networks in small rivers in the watershed (March 2020).



Porous ramp…an EcoHydrologial NBS
Given the experience accumulated from a field pilot over several years of experiment and
considering the proof of concept was done, we decided to test it at a demonstration
level. The river basin syndicate accepted to support this first implemention after having
discuss its design and suitable location with the local fishing association.

The principle is to trap and adsorb the pollution, carried by the river flow increase during
summer storm events. Porous ramps are equipped in their upstream part with a
permeable geotextile to block the natural sand transport which accumulate in the
upstream. The high porosity of the porous ramp, composed of coarse pebbles, allows
water to flow easily through the sand bar. The processes of biodegradation by oxidation
and reduction are conditioned by the flow rate of the watercourse. The morphological
shaping of the river bed amplifies the natural self-purification capacity in a sector that is
heavily polluted by urban discharges during rainy weather.

The porous ramp is an application of the principles of ecohydrology (http://ecohydrology-
ihp.org/demosites/ ) which uses the interaction between water flows and biocenoses.
The device makes it possible to amplify this dual relationship while taking advantage of
the seasonal nature of the watercourse, the sandy nature of its substrate and its
hydrological disturbance by urban discharges during rainy weather.



Extract from press releases 
on the porous ramp project












